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Introduction

2018

Expanded product 
categories from only 
shoes to include clothing, 
handbags, watches, 
electronics and toys, etc.

2017

Du launched its own 
marketplace with the 
business model of 
“Authentication 
before Shipment”.

2021

Expanded into Hong Kong, 
Japan, Europe and 
America.

Luxury business grew 
significantly.

2022

NFT space launched.
100 million MAU.
10 billion USD valuation.

Development and History of DeWu
DeWu (sometimes known as Poizon) was first founded in July 2015 by Yang Bing. The original incarnation of 
the app was incubated through a sports forum named HuPu and was named Du (     ), facilitating the exchange 
of information and identification of sneakers.

The growth of sneaker culture in China fueled the demand for a secondary market, which in turn fueled the 
growth of product authentication services. In 2017, Du merged individual sneaker appraisers and developed 
a new C2B2C business model which they referred to as ‘Authentication before shipment’ – customers would 
send products to Du, who would then authenticate the product and send them onward to the final buyer.

毒

2019
3D product viewing available.

The 100,000-m2 automatic 
warehouse officially put into 
operation.

Formed a strategic 
collaboration 
with CCIC Luxury 
Identification Center. 

2015
“       (Hupu)” incubated 
“    (Du)”as its information 
and identification platform 
for sneakers.

虎扑
毒

2020
Renamed to“        (Poizon)”. 
AR Try-On available.
300+ brands offered.
GMV doubled.

得物

Figure 1: A timeline showing the development of the DeWu eCommerce platform

This development led to the separation of Du from HuPu – which became a marketplace, authentication center 
and general community for sneaker enthusiasts in China. By 2018, the platform had expanded its category 
coverage to include clothing, handbags, watches, electronics, and toys.
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In 2019, Shanghai Shizhuang Information Technology Co., Ltd., the parent company of Du, invested heavily 
in the platform, building a 100,000m2 automatic warehouse and further developing innovative eCommerce 
technologies – notably being one of the first platforms to integrate 3D rendering software for live try-on and 
product viewing (in collaboration with German company Vyking).

On January 1st, 2020, the app was officially renamed DeWu and during the 2020 WAIC (World Artificial 
Intelligence Conference). DeWu announced the creation of one of the world’s largest AI authentication 
systems and a global supply chain center in Shanghai.

Later that year they also partnered with China Association for Quality Inspection to publish the first “Footwear 
Identification Standard” in China. By end of 2020 and despite the COVID-19 pandemic impact, Gross 
Merchandise Volume on DeWu doubled and the platformed offered products from over 300 brands. In 2021, 
DeWu expanded into Hong Kong, Japan, Europe, and America, offering over 100,000 new products every 
month. In 2022, DeWu launched its own NFT space within the app and partnered with the Horologe and 
Glasses Supervision and Testing Center under China’s General Chamber of Commerce to publish the first 
“Luxury Watch Identification Standard” in China.

By 2022 Hurun’s Global Unicorn index identified DeWu as one of the top 100 global unicorn companies, with 
a 10 billion USD valuation and rumors of an upcoming IPO circulating.

DeWu Founder/CEO
YangBing
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The Place Where 

GenZ Buy

DeWu stands out from other eCommerce platforms in China due to its strong resonance with GenZ consumers. 
This is due in large part to its original DNA, which was symbiotic with sneaker culture. The trend is primarily 
engaged by younger consumers wanting to become collectors and express their sophistication and discernment.

From various data sources we can see a strongly skewed user demographic - among the 264 million GenZ 
(born between 1995 and 2009) in China, 70% are claimed to have a DeWu account. DeWu 2021 user profile 
shows that over 50% of DeWu users are either GenZ or Gen Alpha (born from 2010 onwards), with over 80% 
being born post 1990. An additional differentiation of the platform versus others in terms of demographics is 
the more balanced gender usage distribution – whereby other eCommerce platforms centered around fashion 
would typically skew more female, DeWu boasts a 52:48 Male: Female ratio.

Gender Distribution of DeWu Users Age Distribution of DeWu Users

No. of Users on DeWu

Post-00s

Total No. of Users

‘95-’99

‘90-’94

‘85-’89

Pre-85

0%      5%       10%      15%      20%      25%      30%      35%

22%

31%

31%

10%

6%

300 Million

100 Million

12 Million

Monthly Active Users

Daily Active Users

52%

48%

City Distribution of DeWu Users

Super First Tier

First Tier

Second Tier

Third Tier

Others

No.1 Beijing
No.2 Shanghai
No.3 Guangzhou

23%

18%

16%

26%

17%

Figure 2: The demographic breakdown of the user base of DeWu
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This demographic mix represents a highly desirable target audience for luxury brands in China. Chinese 
GenZ consumers have a higher-than-average Per Capita Disposable Income and along with Gen Alpha are 
projected to increase their spending on luxury three times faster than other cohorts. According to a report 
jointly released by BCG and Tencent Marketing Insight, GenZ represent 28% of the existing luxury 
consumers and 51% of the new luxury consumers from Sep 2021 - Sep 2022 in China. They also 
represent 21% of the heavy spenders (>300,000 RMB spending a year), with the spending of post 00s 
growing by 11%, 10% higher than average luxury consumers.  

By the first half of 2022, 67% followers of luxury brands’ official accounts on Weibo were post-90s. While only 
18% are post-00s, this even younger audience represented 54% of engagement on brand owned content. 
A recent study from Xiaohongshu shows that majority of the consumers start to pay attention to luxury 
brands before they turn 22 years old; and 55% of the <22-year-olds and 68% of the 23–27-year-olds spend 
over 50,000 RMB a year on luxury goods respectively.

According to the white paper jointly released by DeWu and Roland Berger in 2023, GenZ placed an average 
of 6.5 orders a year, spending an average of 8,200 RMB on DeWu. One third of GenZ claim they are 
confident that they will spend at least 20% more in the next two years. 39% and 42% show interest in 
limited-edition products and brand-collaboration products respectively. 

A study from McKinsey shows that 62% of brand-conscious GenZ in China find online the best way of 
shopping; with 75% of ‘shopaholic GenZ’ expressing a willingness to upgrade their consumption. The seg-
ment wants brands that stand out but also brands that are popular in general as they like to define them-
selves with brands they wear and get “likes” on social media.

All in all these facts lend strong reasons to believe that a GenZ target audience is both the right audience for 
driving current brand revenues but also future brand growth, making DeWu a platform that should not be 
ignored for any brand fighting for relevance and revenue in the highly competitive Chinese market.
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Brand Collaboration

The DeWu app is comprised of two key modules: eCommerce and social media. DeWu’s marketplace 
consists of 15 categories: shoes, clothing, bags, jewelry & accessories, watches, beauty, mobile electronics, 
toys, homeware, household electronics, sports, food & beverage, automobile, arts, and wellness. DeWu’s 
community consists of 14 sections: following, recommendations, video, livestream, men’s beauty & 
personal care, toys, OOTDs, sneakers, watches, sports & fitness, cosmetics, skateboard, arts, and fashion 
news. Other features including appraisal service, clean and repair services, loan services, second-hand 
trading space and the NFT space can be found under the “Explore” module. 

Compared to other vertical hybrid platforms, such as Xiaohongshu and BiliBili, which also have strong 
young consumer presence, DeWu has developed with eCommerce as its foundation. This creates an 
interesting dichotomy in the efforts for vertical integration – product first or marketing first. DeWu is 
arguably the key player when it comes to development from a product first perspective.

Most goods that are sold on DeWu come from grey market channels – the impact of currency exchange rates,
tax rebates and refunds, as well as the potential to access incremental sales discounts from channels such as 
department stores allow for significant cost savings to consumers, and in turn the platformization offers sellers 
significantly greater audience access than establishing their own operations on other commerce platforms.

Collaborating with DeWu 

Registered
Registered brands have 
“Brand Exclusive Supply” 
as direct sales channel.

Non-Registered
Non-registered brands do not have 
“Brand Exclusive Supply” channel.

Figure 3: The brand interface of DeWu showing an example of a product that has brand direct shipping versus (left) one that does not 
(right)
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With a platform where supply is meeting demand already established, the next logical step in the evolution 
is for brands to start playing a direct role. From a front-end user perspective, we can identify two types of 
collaboration (there may be others behind closed doors); a limited product collaboration or a full product 
portfolio collaboration. Press releases from either the brand or DeWu outline these collaborations.

The clearest example of a partnership is the enablement of brand direct sales of selected items. For these 
products it is possible to select a brand direct shipping option from the product interface (Figure 3). 
We identified a range of different luxury and premium brands that have, at some point in the past three years, 
collaborated in this way with DeWu (Figure 4).

From this direct selling channel, we are yet to see brands that generate a significant percentage of their 
overall revenue from this channel. This is likely due to the price differential that products being sold through 
grey market channels will create – why pay a brand stated price when you can access grey market goods at 
anywhere up to a 40% discount?

Figure 4: Brands that have brand direct sales relationships with DeWu through either direct-to-consumer retail or wholesale departments

Alongside this brand direct sales model, brands are also offered the chance to create a brand official DeWu 
marketing account. The marketing elements on DeWu have a much lower engagement and follower rate 
than channels such as Douyin, and a comparative analysis shows that there is a significant gap to close to 
achieve true vertical integration and the desired consumer behavior of social interaction leading directly into 
commercial sales on the platform.
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In the examples we analyzed (Figure 5), the resulting transaction amounts point to a lack of commercial 
impact for the brands that underwent this collaboration model. While direct commercial uplift may not have 
been the only KPI for this type of collaboration, the numbers are significantly lower than other products within 
the brand but sold within the grey market.

To date there is still a lack of a true, win-win collaboration model between DeWu as a platform and direct 
revenue generation opportunities for brands. While there is certainly an attractive element of the platform in 
that it gives access to a highly desirable audience – brands must ask themselves whether the efforts needed 
to be competitive against the institutional Daigou and cross-border sellers on the platform are worth the cost. 

Figure 5: Products and associated sales performance of special release editions of Michael Kors and Fendi products on DeWu

Other releases we have investigated focus more on special edition or limited release products. Examples 
of these types of collaborations can be found from brands such as Louis Vuitton, Fendi and Michael Kors. 
Often, the specific details of the collaboration are unknown, and the driving consumer benefit for purchasing 
the item on DeWu is typically early access to items with their release on DeWu being a defined (but relatively 
short) time period of exclusive early release on the platform.

Units
Sold46 Units

Sold0
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Brand Performance

While the model behind direct brand collaboration is still up for debate, there is still opportunity to learn from 
the platform as a source of insight toward GenZ interests and behaviors and uncover some of the inner 
workings of the grey market in China.

To assess the performance of luxury brands we defined a group of ten top luxury brands and collected the 
product listings under each brand name. We analyzed the number of transactions for 2022 for each of the 
brands’ products and using the price of each transaction we can calculate the GMV revenue at product, 
subcategory, category, and brand level. 

If a user completes a purchase of a product, a transaction record is automatically created. If the purchase is 
immediately cancelled or returned for any reason after the purchase, the transaction record stays. Thus, all 
revenue numbers are GMV and not net sales – in essence it can be considered as a combination of demand 
and interest in products.

What can DeWu tell us about the state 
of Luxury goods in China?
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Key Findings

From the estimated revenue in 2022 we can see that Louis Vuitton is by far the biggest generator of revenue 
with over 3.2 billion GMV in transactions on DeWu. The next largest, but by no means small, brand is Gucci 
with over 2.37 billion a year.

After the big two brands we then see a larger drop off. Interestingly brands such as Fendi and Saint-Laurent 
do not generate as significant of a revenue at less than 10% of LV, in effect reflecting the global revenue 
balances between these brands.

For each of the brands we tracked, April was the worst revenue generating month in 2022, reflecting the effect 
of the COVID pandemic situation – with both May and June indexed at 75% of the performance of January. 
For Saint Laurent, Fendi and Celine their best months came in the last part of the year, with all three brands 
increasing significantly throughout the course of the year.

We looked even deeper into category, and product level to uncover some key insights about performance on 
DeWu. The dynamics of how products sell / generate interest, as well as which products sell / generate interest is 
key to uncovering how DeWu is currently and could possibly play a role in a brands’ strategic direction.

1. DeWu’s GMV revenues for top luxury brands represent a 
significant volume, primarily driven by grey market goods

Figure 6: The estimated GMV revenue of top luxury brands on DeWu in 2022

3.20B 100

2.37B 74

1.18B 37

770m 24

710m 22

640m 20

330m 10

240m 8

230m 7

140m 4

RevenueBrand Index
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Many products appear on DeWu significantly earlier than their appearance on other brand official eCommerce 
platforms. In the examples shown we can see that certain products can start selling months before they appear 
on TMall. This reflects the grey market nature of the platform in that it creates the supply where there is 
demand for consumers.

The number of units sold during this time period can be partly considered as lost revenue for the brand, and 
across all of the products that face this issue, a percentage of this revenue being added directly back into 
brand owned commerce would not be insignificant.

This insight alone needs to be strongly considered by brands and is strongly relevant for merchandisers. 
The movement of a significant volume of an item available on DeWu and not other platforms should promote 
a conversation internally to access stocks of this item to fulfil domestic demand in China.

2. The platform offers fast access, and in many cases quicker 
access, to brand goods for consumers – new collections 
appearing months before China market availability is realized

Figure 7: Certain products appear on DeWu before appearing on other eCommerce platforms. Chart shows the product name, 
time from first sale on DeWu to listing on TMall flagship and the number of units sold for that time

11 months
155 units

208 days
308 units

157 days
8 units

48 days
17 units

Saint Laurent Nolita

Prada Monolith

Saint Laurent Icare

137 days
55 units

Balenciaga Triple S Clear Sole

Gucci GG Marmont

23 days
10 units

Balenciaga Defender
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The huge range of products available may be considered as overwhelming or lacking the nuance of a 
bespoke and craft portfolio, but the system reflects the behavior of DeWu users who are attracted by choice 
and breadth of offer.

The number of products listed from each brand is another measure by which we can judge both the 
attractiveness and the sophistication of DeWu. This broader access to products gives consumers more 
choice and removes barriers to access (even if brands still believe that portfolios have borders 
and time limits). 

3. The range of products listed on the platform is both wide 
and deep, offering access to past seasons, as well as special 
edition products

Figure 8: The total number of products listed for each brand on DeWu. Not all products listed are available 
for purchase – those not available do not show a price

5,853

4,479

4,069

3,852

2,963

2,944

2,938

1,735

1,725

654

Product ListingsBrand
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Looking at Balenciaga’s iconic Hourglass bag, there are 339 unique product listings on DeWu compared to 181 
unique listings on Balenciaga’s official Chinese website (under the search term “Hourglass”). This is an 
incremental of 158 product variations of size, material, or color that consumers have access to through DeWu 
above the official brand website.

Figure 9: There are 158 more variations within the Hourglass collection on DeWu when compared to Balenciaga’s official website
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Using the listing price as shown on the item description on DeWu, and cross referencing it against the price 
shown on the Chinese brand website we can see that products are often selling at anywhere between 10-50% 
discount.The presence of this high level of discounting is one of the main barriers for brands to be able to sell a 
significant amount of brand direct revenue. 

Direct sales from brands are available on the platform as covered in our initial section, but one of the main 
draws of purchasing goods on DeWu is the opportunity to purchase items at a significant discount versus the 
listing price.

Most goods sold are likely from cross-border, grey market sales driven by institutional or individual Daigou. 
The combination of fluctuating exchange rates, low tax/no tax/tax refunds, and the potential discounts that 
cross-border buyers can access from channels such as department stores and/or bulk purchase discounting, 
are what drives the discounting.

4. The pricing on the platform reflects the attractiveness of buying 
cross-border – most products are selling at prices >20% less than 
their listing price

Figure 10: The difference in price of products on DeWu and TMall is significant

Jan

22,300

14,361

8,200

5,473

4,900

2,917

4,250

2,592

Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep NovOct Dec

December Avg. 

Final Unit Price

-41%

-44%

-36%

-37%

TMall Avg. Final Unit Price DeWu Avg. Final Unit Price
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53% 42%

35%

34% 23%

22%

22% 10%

10%

9% 2%

87%

36%

81%

32%

Within the shoes category and in most cases, most of the revenue is generated from sneakers (with the 
exception for Saint Laurent and Prada). Balenciaga has the largest contribution of all brands toward the shoes 
category at 53% (with 89% of which coming from sneakers), with an assortment of over 900 unique product 
listings within shoes over the course of the year.

Shoes as a category are undoubtedly a strong source of revenue for luxury brands. However, comparing to 
those brands with TMall flagship stores (Balenciaga, Gucci, Prada, and Saint Laurent) we can see that the 
category contribution from shoes is lower on TMall than on DeWu overall. This is to be expected given that 
shoes have been at the center of the platforms’ development – however this presents an opportunity for 
brands to learn from and look toward further diversification of the category to tap into younger consumers.

5. Shoes and especially sneakers over index on the platform 
as a category against other eCommerce platforms – aligned 
with the DNA of DeWu

Figure 11: The contribution percentage of overall revenue from left to right of 1. Shoes on DeWu 2. Sneakears as a percentage of 
the shoes category on DeWu and 3. Shoes on TMall 4. Sneakers as a percentage of the shoes category on TMall

Brand Shoes ShoesSneakers Sneakers

89%

88%

56%

98%

95%

83%

25%
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Two key products that are worthy of further analysis are the Louis Vuitton core sneakers and the Gucci Screen-
er classic colorway. The Louis Vuitton offering in different colors take up the second, third and fourth place in 
the top five overall products. The top five colorways (Blue, Black, White, Red, Green) collectively generate over 
290m RMB (more than all the total 2022 DeWu GMV revenue of Saint Laurent and Fendi combined).

The Gucci Screener (women’s) is the top selling sneaker of all sneakers on the platform, with over 18,000 
transactions during 2022. By comparison the same shoe sold roughly 2,000 units on the Gucci TMall flagship store 
during the same period, and the price was increased twice from the starting price of 7,200 RMB up to 7,800 RMB at 
the end of the year. This results in an average discount for the sneakers of 30% on DeWu vs TMall. 

Figure 12: The top five colorways of Louis Vuitton’s sneakers and the associated combined revenue

Figure 13: The monthly unit sales of Gucci Screener sneakers (women’s) on DeWu

Total Revenue 
for top five colorways

RMB

290,000,000

Avg. PriceUnits Sold

5,099Jan

5,254Feb

5,302Mar

5,542Apr

5,496May

5,219Jun

5,100Jul

5,212Aug

5,285Sep

5,375Nov

5,420Oct

5,431Dec

3,068

2,235

1,944

1,011

1,492

1,366

1,448

1,406

1,299

723

1,139

1,250
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The high revenue contribution of jewelry for Hermès specifically is an interesting view into the impact of 
supply exclusivity of top Hermès products. Bags like the Birkin and Kelly collections are in short supply on 
the platform, however products within the brand that are readily available are their jewelry items. Three of 
the top five overall products for Hermès fall within the jewelry category – each of them generating more 
GMV revenue than the best-selling Hermès bag (fifth place Picotin).

Only two brands tracked for the purpose of this report did not have bags as the top revenue contributing       
category. As shown in figure 13, Balenciaga had a category contribution of 53% from shoes and only 18% from 
bags. The second brand that did not have bags as the main contributing category is Hermès, which has a bag 
revenue contribution on DeWu in 2022 of 33%, while the jewelry category contributed 35%.

6. Jewelry and perfume offer an entry point into top brands, 
further highlighting GenZ consumers’ desire to be part of the 
brand experience

Figure 14: Hermès top five products by revenue on DeWu in 2022

Terre D’ Hermès
Perfume

~46m

Pop H Necklace 
(Rose Gold)

~39m

Pop H Necklace 
(White Gold)

~26m

Clic H Bracelet 
(Rose Gold)

~16m

Picotin Lock 18
Bag

~11m

Jewellery 35% of total Hermes 
revenue on DeWu of which 72% 
are necklaces at                RMB 
average selling price

~4,300
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Another category that enables consumers to feel part of the luxury experience is perfume. The top revenue 
generating SKUs (not including cosmetics) for Hermès, Chanel and Dior all fall within the perfume category. 

Interestingly for Chanel and Hermès, the top SKU is a men’s perfume. This further reflects the presence 
and/or the buying missions that are taking place on the platform, in that they are more male centric than other 
platforms (where typical perfume sales would be skewed more toward female centric SKUs).

For brands that maintain their own distribution of perfumes, there is opportunity to utilize the category to build 
awareness and equity with GenZ consumers on the platform.

Figure 15: The top revenue generating SKUs for Chanel, Hermès, and Dior on DeWu for 2022

Bleu de Chanel
Men’s Perfume

Terre D’Hermès
Men’s Perfume

Miss Dior
Women’s Perfume

> 7,500 > 9,000 > 8,000 
units a month units a month units a month
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The key revenue generator for brands is the bag category. For Saint Laurent this accounts for over 70% of the 
total revenue, down to around 40% for brands such as Dior, Gucci, and Prada. The top bags for each of these 
brands are the typical collections one would expect:

Iconic collections such as the Niki, Marmont and Speedy all generate high revenues on DeWu with a wide 
range of different products within the collection. In addition, they are offered at a similar discount to other 
products on the platform. 

The building of key collections and iconic products has long been a cornerstone of the luxury business, howev-
er the opportunity to access a key revenue driver for a brand at such a significant discount is too good of an 
opportunity to pass up for consumers who don’t mind looking outside of official channels for their products.

7. Inevitably, the main revenue source for most brands is bags – 
top collections move readily and freely at large discounts

Figure 16: Iconic collections with bags have large assortments 

Figure 17: The top selling SKU within each collection for Marmont, Speedy and Niki all generate consistent sales

Brand
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While it is no surprise that the most popular bags for each brand sell well on DeWu and also that we see a 
strong representation of entry level products, it is however a surprise that we can find high-end bags with price 
points over 50,000 RMB.

These bags are generating significant revenues for brands and showcase that the buying power available 
on the platform may be higher than expected. For example the Classic Flap is the second highest performing 
bag for Chanel. 

8. Top-end bags (>50k) also show revenue generation opportunities 
on the platform – signifying the spending power on the platform may 
not only be limited to entry level portfolio products

Figure 18: 

Figure 19: 

Top 5 bags with an average price over 50,000 RMB arranged by revenue generated in 2022

Representative products of the most expensive bags/trunks sold on DeWu in 2022

Even far beyond 50,000 RMB there are some transactions – Hermès’ alligator skin Birkin at 370,000 RMB sold 
two units during the year, and Louis Vuitton sold five Courrier Lozine trunks at an average of around 225,000 
RMB. Brands can benefit from understanding which bags in the upper ends of their portfolio are resonating with 
the market and use DeWu as a source of data driven insight to discuss stock allocations and availabilities even 
for a brands’ high purchasing power segments.

Classic Flap Medium 
(Black & Gold)
Average Sales Price: 56,040
Units Sold: 452

3 4

1 2
Lindy Mini 19 
(Etoupe & Gold)
Average Sales Price: 
72,709
Units Sold: 69

Lindy 26 
(Etoupe & Gold)
Average Sales Price: 
74,071
Units Sold: 55

Classic Flap CF Medium 
(Black & Silver)
Average Sales Price: 
53,450
Units Sold: 92

Birkin 30 Alligator skin 
(Bleu Indigo & Gold)
Average Selling Price: 

Units Sold: 2

Courrier Lozine 110 
Average Selling Price:

Units Sold: 5

5
Lindy 26 
(Etoupe & Silver)
Average Sales Price: 69,932
Units Sold: 52

Top

Top Top

Top Top

370,009
226,392
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Controlling wholesale and cross-border eCommerce is the key to minimizing the impact of low-price sales 
on the platform – the best way to minimize cannibalization from DeWu as a brand is to pay close attention 
to global pricing differences for your products. Recognizing where large price gaps from China to other 
countries exist and being able to drive the conversation with the global organization is the first step to taking 
back grey market control.

GenZ are on the platform, and choosing the right products to push is key to success – limited DeWu 
editions tailored to younger audiences can be an attractive proposition but must be weighed up based on 
required investment, ability to drive product development and strategic imperative of the channel.

Even if DeWu as a channel is not seen as a strategic partnership opportunity – there are still interesting 
merchandising and product insights to be drawn from using the data as a proxy to grey market. 
By identifying the products not currently for sale on official channels in China with strong performances on 
DeWu, merchandisers can create data-based arguments for incremental stock and portfolio expansion.

1. Price Control 

2. Tailored Products 

3. Merchandising Insights

Conclusions

DeWu is a channel where GenZ are and that luxury brands are already starting to explore; this reason alone is 
enough to give weight to the potential business opportunity. The fact of the matter is that with brand 
presence or not, brands’ products will be sold on the channel and in many cases not as a price they may be     
willing to sell at.

Luxury brands can not afford to ignore DeWu No matter your view of DeWu, there are three different angles 
through which DeWu can help shape your strategy in China:
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